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Abstract: Ensuring drug safety for patients with specific neurological disorders is of paramount
importance. For instance, certain antiepileptic drugs (AEDs) are contraindicated in Dravet Syndrome
(DS), which is characterized by a deficiency in Na+ channel function. Constructing in vitro assessment
methods capable of detecting contraindicated drug responses and medication effects on neurons
derived from DS patients is highly anticipated for drug safety assessment and therapeutic innovation.
This study used micro electrode array (MEA) measurements with low-frequency analysis on human
iPSC-derived DS organoids to investigate AED responses. When exposed to the contraindicated
drugs carbamazepine and phenytoin, the number of network oscillations increased in DS organoids
while maintaining oscillation intensity. Furthermore, carbamazepine administration appeared to en-
hance activities beyond oscillations which is partially consistent with findings in the DS mouse model.
Conversely, treatment with the therapeutic drug sodium valproate resulted in a similar decrease
in activity both in healthy and DS organoids. The frequency characteristics of spontaneous firings
and AEDs responsiveness in DS organoids demonstrated partial correlation with typical electroen-
cephalography patterns observed in vivo. In conclusion, this study, employing MEA measurements
with low-frequency analysis, revealed contraindicated drug responses and disease-specific functional
characteristics in DS organoids, effective for DS patient safety assessment, precision medicine, and
antiepileptic drug screening.
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1. Introduction

In the field of drug discovery, it is imperative to evaluate the safety of candidate drugs
for patients with specific neurological disorders. While these drugs may demonstrate
no toxicity in healthy individuals, certain drugs have been identified as contraindicated
for patients with corresponding disorders. For instance, in Dravet Syndrome, where Na+

channel deficiencies are known, the administration of drugs affecting Na+ channels is
deemed contraindicated. In the sphere of safety pharmacology, there exists a demand
for the development of assessment systems capable of detecting such disease-specific
drug responses.

The advancement of human induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) technology has
facilitated the generation of iPSCs derived from individuals with various diseases [1]. In the
neurological field, iPSCs derived from patients with intractable epilepsy such as Dravet Syn-
drome, Rett Syndrome, and Angelman Syndrome have been generated [2–7]. Leveraging
these disease-specific iPSCs for the differentiation into neural cells holds immense potential
for unraveling underlying disease mechanisms and crafting specific in vitro assessment
platforms using human-derived models. Of these methods, the human iPSC-derived
brain organoid technique offers the distinct ability to self-assemble into three-dimensional
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structures closely emulating disease-specific tissues, thus it has become a promising av-
enue for in vitro toxicity evaluations due to its heightened physiological relevance [8–10].
At present, brain organoid research encompasses an array of evaluations including scru-
tinizing morphological attributes and analyzing gene expression within the organoids
themselves [11–19], in addition to performing assessments of electrical activities employ-
ing techniques like patch clamp [16,18,20–24], calcium imaging [24–26], and planar micro
electrode arrays (MEA) [26–39]. Our prior work has been dedicated to the establishment of
the MEA measurement methodology for cerebral cortex organoids. The increased activity
caused by the seizure-inducing compound pentylenetetrazole was confirmed. In addition
to the spike component analysis traditionally analyzed with MEA measurements, we also
revealed that the electrical activity characteristics of organoids appear in low frequency
components below 500 Hz [40].

Dravet Syndrome (DS) is a developmental epileptic encephalopathy recognized by
its intractable seizures and cognitive deficiencies. About 70% of DS patients showcase
mutations in the SCN1A gene, which encodes the Nav1.1 sodium channel [41]. Nav1.1 is
primarily present in inhibitory interneurons, where its malfunction leads to diminished in-
hibitory input and heightened susceptibility to seizures [42,43]. The involvement of Nav1.1
raises concerns regarding compounds like phenytoin, carbamazepine, and lamotrigine
that obstruct sodium channels, as they might potentially exacerbate seizures and, hence,
are contraindicated. Electroencephalography (EEG) analyses have unveiled variance in
frequency attributes linked to the maturity of mouse models, along with the discernment of
frequency characteristics during heat-triggered seizures. For instance, in DS mouse models,
the spontaneous activity’s frequency traits during infancy, prior to seizure initiation, do
not notably differ from those in healthy mouse. Throughout the phase of severe seizures, a
reduction in power within the theta and alpha frequency bands has been documented [44].
Moreover, during seizures, EEG patterns in rat models reveal an elevation in delta and
theta wave power [45], whereas, in mouse models, amplified power in the alpha and beta
frequency bands is observed [46].

Recently, the generation of iPSCs from individuals with DS has become prevalent, en-
abling functional electrophysiological assessments of neurons derived from disease-specific
iPSCs [2,3,47–52]. Utilizing patch clamp techniques, these assessments have unveiled di-
minished Na+ currents and spontaneous activity in inhibitory neurons within the forebrain,
alongside escalated activation of Na+ channels and the ensuing activity in glutamatergic
neurons [50]. Furthermore, investigations involving iPSCs derived from patients have
divulged that the level of hyperexcitability in excitatory neurons is more pronounced in DS
patients compared to those with mild febrile seizures, mirroring the clinical severity [3].
Moreover, dorsomedial forebrain organoids developed from the iPSCs of DS patients have
exhibited alterations in gene expression profiles [53]. In contrast to organoids derived from
healthy individuals, these organoids manifest heightened expression levels of GAD67 and
ABAT, both linked to GABA function. This aberrant gene expression pattern has been noted
to correlate with the severity of the patient’s condition.

If the response to contraindicated drugs can be detected using electrical activity as
an indicator in DS brain organoids, it could lead to applications in safety testing of drug
candidate compounds for DS patients and the selection of optimal compounds for precision
medicine based on the disease and patient characteristics. Therefore, in this study, we
generated cerebral cortex organoids from iPSCs derived from DS patients and investigated
the response to contraindicated drugs and waveform frequency characteristics utilizing an
MEA assessment method.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. DS Patient-Derived and Healthy Control Brain Organoids

Healthy human iPSCs (201B7) obtained from the RIKEN Institute and DS patient-
derived human iPSCs (HPS2834) were cultured in 6-well dishes using StemFit (AK02N,
Ajinomoto, Tokyo, Japan) medium. Once the cells reached confluence, they were collected
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using Gentle Cell Dissociation Reagent (ST-07174, STEMCELL Technologies, Vancouver,
BC, Canada). The collected cells were centrifuged at 800 rpm for 5 min at room temperature.
After removing the supernatant, 1 mL of EB seeding medium (EB formation medium with
an added 10 µM Y-27632) was added, and the cell pellet was resuspended. iPSCs were
seeded at a density of 9.0 × 103 cells/well using the EB seeding medium. On the 2nd and
4th days of culture, 100 µL of EB formation medium [STEMdiff Cerebral Organoid Basal
Medium 1 (08572) with the added STEMdiff Cerebral Organoid Supplement A (08574)] was
added to each well. On the 5th day, organoids were observed, and spherical samples were
selected. The selected samples were transferred from the EB formation medium to induction
medium [STEMdiff Cerebral Organoid Basal Medium 1 with the added STEMdiff Cerebral
Organoid Supplement B (08575)] and incubated for 2 days. On the 7th day of culture, the
organoids were embedded in Matrigel (354277, Corning, Corning, NY, USA) and incubated
for 3 days in expansion medium [STEMdiff Cerebral Organoid Basal Medium 2 (08573)
with the added STEMdiff Cerebral Organoid Supplement C (08576) and STEMdiff Cerebral
Organoid Supplement D (08577)]. Subsequently, the expansion medium was replaced
with maturation medium [STEMdiff Cerebral Organoid Basal Medium 2 with the added
TEMdiff Cerebral Organoid Supplement E (08578)], and the organoids were cultured on an
orbital shaker (COSH6, AS ONE Corporation, Osaka, Japan). The organoids were cultured
in maturation medium for 3 months, with medium exchanges every 3 to 4 days. In addition,
BrainPhys (05790, STEMCELL Technologies, Vancouver, BC, Canada) medium containing
SM 1 neural supplement (05711, STEMCELL Technologies, Vancouver, BC, Canada) was
used after month 3 and thereafter. The formation of organoids utilized the STEMdiff Cere-
bral Organoid Kit (ST-08570, STEMCELL Technologies, Vancouver, BC, Canada) medium.

2.2. Immunostaining

Cerebral organoids were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS. The samples were
embedded in an Optimal Cutting Temperature Compound (45833, Sakura Finetek Japan,
Tokyo, Japan) and sectioned at a thickness of 10 µm using Leica CM 1950 Cryostat. Organoid
sections were permeabilized and blocked with blocking solution (0.05% Triton X-100 and
5% goat serum in PBS). Primary antibodies in the blocking solution were then added and in-
cubated at 4 ◦C overnight, followed by washing and incubation with secondary antibodies.
The following antibodies were used: primary antibodies: mouse anti-β-tubulin III antibody
(60052, STEMCELL Technologies, Vancouver, BC, Canada) and rat anti-ctip2 antibody
(ab18465, Abcam, Cambridge, UK); and secondary antibodies: donkey anti-rat (ab150155,
Abcam, Cambridge, UK) and donkey anti-mouse (A10036, Invitrogen, Waltham, MA USA).

2.3. MEA Measurements

Cerebral cortex organoids cultured for 5–6 months were mounted on a 24-well planner
MEA chip. After allowing the organoids to settle on the MEA for 10 min, spontaneous
activity was measured. The measurements were performed using a Presto 24-well MEA
system (Alpha Med Scientific Inc., Osaka, Japan) at 37 ◦C and 5% CO2, with a sampling
rate of 20 kHz/channel.

2.4. Pharmacological Testing

To investigate the response of brain organoids derived from patients with DS to
contraindicated drugs, namely carbamazepine (CBZ; 034-23701, Wako, Osaka, Japan) and
phenytoin (PHT; PHR-1139-1G, Sigma-Aldrich, Burlington, MA, USA), as well as the
therapeutic sodium valproate (VPA; 197-09722, Wako, Osaka, Japan), these compounds
were administered to brain organoids that had been cultured for 5–6 months. Spontaneous
activity was measured for 30 min for each dosage of the respective compounds. Each
experiment was conducted as follows: CBZ; Control: n = 4, DS: n = 6, PHT; Control: n = 4,
DS: n = 5, VPA; Control: n = 5, DS: n = 6.
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2.5. Measurement of DS Brain Organoid Using CMOS-MEA

We introduced the Field Potential Imaging (FPI) method utilizing a CMOS-MEA
featuring electrode with dimensions of 11.22 µm × 11.22 µm (126 µm2), encompassing
236,880 electrodes, and covering a measurable area of 32.8 mm2 [54]. DS brain organoids,
cultivated for 7 months, were affixed onto the CMOS-MEA system (Sony Semiconductor
Solutions, Kanagawa, Japan). Under controlled conditions of 5% CO2 and 37 ◦C, we con-
ducted CBZ administration tests (n = 1). Electrical activity was recorded for 3 min at each
dosage. The electrical signals were captured at a sampling rate of 5 kHz and subsequently
offset corrected by employing the least squares method every 500 samples. Voltage wave-
forms were employed to generate potential maps, and oscillation periods were visually
identified. Electrodes exhibiting amplitudes of 100 µV or higher during oscillations were
designated as active electrodes. The average waveform of active electrodes during oscilla-
tion was employed as the representative oscillation waveform, and electrodes displaying a
cosine similarity exceeding 0.25 with individual electrode waveforms were classified as
oscillation electrodes. The cosine similarity was calculated using the subsequent formula.

cosine sinilarity =
∑N

i=1(Ai × Bi)√
∑N

i=1 A2
i ×

√
∑N

i=1 B2
i

In this context, A denotes the average waveform of active electrodes, B stands for the
waveform of an individual electrode, and N signifies the count of samples in the extracted
oscillation waveform.

2.6. Detection of Oscillations

Moving-average waveforms were derived from the unprocessed voltage waveforms
acquired from the brain organoids. Using a threshold established upon the moving average
waveform, intervals surpassing this threshold were identified as oscillation. Furthermore,
the highest value within these oscillation intervals was identified as the maximum voltage
(Max. voltage).

2.7. Waveform Potential Analysis

Using the 30 min electrical activity waveforms collected, oscillations were identified
at 5 min intervals. The identified oscillation waveforms underwent zero-phase filtering
through an FIR band-pass filter and were subsequently segmented into distinct frequency
bands. Potentials were computed for each frequency band based on the segmented wave-
forms. The analyzed frequency bands encompass delta (0.5–3 Hz), theta (4–7 Hz), alpha
(8–11 Hz), beta (12–29 Hz), gamma (30–100 Hz), and high-gamma (100–150 Hz).

2.8. Statistical Analysis

All statistical analyses were carried out employing the one-way ANOVA method,
followed by the Holm–Bonferroni correction. Regarding the pharmacological testing
data, multiple comparisons were executed between the vehicle group and various dosage
groups within both the control and DS groups. In the case of the spontaneous activity
data, comparisons were conducted between the control group and the DS group for each
individual frequency band.

3. Results
3.1. MEA Measurments of Cerebral Brain Organoids Derived from iPSCs of DS Patients

We produced cerebral organoids derived from human iPSCs and investigated neuronal
differentiation characteristics using immunocytochemistry [Figure 1(Aa)]. Sliced samples
were dyed using Hoechst 33258 as a cell nuclear marker, β-tubulin III as a neuronal marker,
and CTIP2 as a cortical marker. Immunocytochemistry showed that β-tubulin III and CTIP2
were expressed in organoids. These results suggested that the produced organoids contain
the basic components in a developing human cerebral cortex in vitro model. Furthermore,
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to investigate the presence of DS-specific neurons, sliced samples were dyed using GABA
as a GABAergic neuron marker [Figure 1(Ab)]. Expression of GABA was confirmed
through immunocytochemistry, thereby suggested the contain the GABAergic neurons in
the produced DS organoids.
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Figure 1. Response of Dravet Syndrome and control brain organoids to antiepileptic drugs. (A) Image
of immunofluorescence staining depicting an 8-month-old brain organoid. (a) β-tubulin III (red),
CTIP2 (yellow), hoechst 33258 (blue). (b) GABA (green), hoechst 33258 (blue). (B) Dravet Syndrome
(DS) brain organoid positioned on MEA. (C) Representative raw waveforms of an oscillation in control
(a) and DS brain organoids (b). (D–F) Alterations in (a) raw waveforms of spontaneous activities,
(b) number of oscillations, and (c) maximum voltage (Max. voltage) in antiepileptic drug (AED)
administration. Oscillation was identified in activity 30 min after AED administration, and changes
in no. of oscillations and Max. voltage were assessed. Each analysis parameter was calculated and
normalized with the vehicle data of each well as 100%. Each analytical parameter was evaluated
using one-way ANOVA followed by the Holm–Bonferroni method (* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01 vs. Vehicle,
†† p < 0.01). Control (black). DS (red). (D) Carbamazepine. (E) Phenytoin. (F) Sodium valproate.

At 5–6 months, the cerebral organoids were mounted on a 24-well planner MEA chip
without placing weights and measured for electrical activity (Figure 1B). Figure 1C shows
typical oscillation waveforms for the control and DS organoids. We performed the analysis
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by selecting the electrode with the highest amplitude for each well from the waveform of
spontaneous activity acquired with 16 electrodes/well.

3.2. Contraindicated Drug Responses in DS Brain Organoids

To assess the response of DS brain organoids to contraindicated drugs, specifically
CBZ and PHT, as well as the therapeutic VPA, we conducted dosing experiments. The
analysis involved assessing the number of oscillations and the maximum voltage (Max.
voltage) during oscillatory periods for each compound (Figure 1D–F). Since the electrical
signals recorded through MEA reflect the combined activities of multiple neurons, the Max.
voltage acts as an indicator of the intensity of the oscillatory activity.

In the context of CBZ, a dose-dependent increase in the number of oscillations was
observed in both the control and DS groups up to 30 µM. However, at 100 µM, a substantial
reduction in frequency was evident in the control, reaching 51.2% ± 5.31% (p < 0.01,
determined using the one-way ANOVA and Holm–Bonferroni methods). Conversely, in
the DS samples, a significant elevation to 248 ± 41.2% (p < 0.01) was noted, highlighting
a pronounced divergence in response between the control and DS groups [Figure 1(Db)].
The Max. voltage demonstrated a notable decrease in the control samples, ranging from
3 µM to 41.1 ± 18.2% (p < 0.01). However, within the DS samples, the reduction was
moderate, only reaching 67.1 ± 4.27% even at 100 µM [Figure 1(Dc)]. Notably, a significant
discrepancy in Max. voltage between the control and DS groups was observed, starting
at 3 µM (p < 0.01). In the context of DS, while the frequency increased, the oscillation
amplitude was maintained.

Upon PHT administration, both the control and DS groups exhibited a dose-dependent
escalation in the number of oscillations. Nonetheless, a notable discrepancy in response
between the control and DS groups emerged at 300 µM [p < 0.01, Figure 1(Eb)]. Notably, a
significant reduction in Max. voltage was exclusively observed in the control samples at
300 µM [p < 0.05, Figure 1(Ec)]. Analogous to CBZ administration, DS retained oscillation
intensity, while frequency exhibited an increase.

For the therapeutic VPA, the number of oscillations significantly decreased at 10 mM
in control samples to 7.64 ± 2.12% (p < 0.01) and in DS samples to 4.69 ± 3.31% (p < 0.01)
[Figure 1(Fb)]. Max. voltage decreased in a dose-dependent manner in both the control
and DS samples [Figure 1(Fc)]. During VPA administration, there was no significant
difference in response between the control and DS groups. However, DS brain organoids
administered with the contraindicated drugs CBZ and PHT exhibited a response similar to
other contraindicated drugs, with an increase in oscillation frequency while maintaining
oscillation intensity.

3.3. Carbamazepine Responses in DS Brain Organoids Using CMOS-MEA

The high-density CMOS-MEA provides high spatial resolution and a generous mea-
surement area, enabling intricate monitoring of brain organoid activity interfacing with the
MEA substrate [54–56]. We introduced the Field Potential Imaging (FPI) method utilizing a
CMOS-MEA with electrode dimensions measuring 11.22 µm × 11.22 µm (127 µm2) and
comprising 236,880 electrodes [54]. DS brain organoids, mounted onto the CMOS MEA,
underwent cumulative dosing experiments involving CBZ. Supplementary S1 showcases a
representative video capturing the oscillatory activity of the DS brain organoids. Around
79,729 electrodes adhered to the organoid, measuring activity within an approximately
11.0 mm2 area. Notably, oscillation was prominently observed in the right part of the
organoid, with Figure 2A presenting a heatmap of the maximum voltage values during the
400 ms following oscillation. Beyond 30 µM CBZ, the oscillation activity area diminished,
along with a decrease in duration at 300 µM. Nonetheless, CBZ administration led to
persistently active regions (Figure 2A lower section). Active electrodes were identified as
those exhibiting amplitudes surpassing 100 µV during oscillation. The number of active
electrodes increased in a dose-dependent manner due to CBZ administration, although no
significant difference was observed [Figure 2(Ba)]. This result suggests that CBZ amplified
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the organoid activity area. Active electrodes during oscillation were designated through a
cosine similarity exceeding 0.25 between the average waveform of active electrodes during
oscillation and individual electrode waveforms. Electrodes not meeting this criterion were
classified as non-oscillating electrodes. The ratio of oscillating electrodes to non-oscillating
electrodes among active electrodes is presented in Figure 2(Bb). The ratio of non-oscillating
electrodes increased in a dose-dependent manner, rising from 74.5 ± 3.59% during vehicle
administration to 95.8 ± 1.21% during 300 µM administration [Figure 2(Bb)]. This indi-
cates that the augmentation in organoid activity can be attributed to the enhancement of
non-oscillatory activity areas. Utilizing CMOS-MEA revealed that CBZ within DS brain
organoids augments activity areas beyond oscillatory activity.
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Figure 2. Response of Dravet Syndrome brain organoids to CBZ using CMOS MEA. (A) Spontaneous
activity voltage waveforms during oscillation. (B) CBZ administration response. (a) Number of active
electrodes. Electrodes exhibiting maximum voltage above 100 µV during oscillation were categorized
as active electrodes. Percentages were normalized to 100% for the vehicle condition. Statistical
analysis employed one-way ANOVA and the Holm–Bonferroni method. (b) Ratio of oscillating
electrodes to non-oscillating electrodes among active electrodes. The average waveform of all active
electrodes during oscillation was designated as the oscillation waveform. Electrodes displaying a
cosine similarity of 0.25 or higher to the oscillation waveform were classified as oscillating electrodes,
while others were considered non-oscillating electrodes. Oscillation electrodes (red), non-oscillating
electrodes (blue).

3.4. Frequency Characteristics of DS Brain Organoids

We calculated the potentials across distinct frequency bands, excluding spike components:
delta (0.5–3 Hz), theta (4–7 Hz), alpha (8–11 Hz), beta (12–29 Hz), gamma (30–100 Hz), and high-
gamma (100–150 Hz). Representative oscillatory waveforms for each frequency are depicted
in Figure 3A. Within DS brain organoids, oscillation power exhibited greater strength in the
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theta, alpha, and beta frequency bands compared to the control organoids [theta wave: 0.590
± 0.0319 µV (DS) > 0.203 ± 0.0123 µV (control), alpha wave: 0.391 ± 0.0205 µV (DS) > 0.140
± 0.00463 µV (control), beta wave: 0.598 ± 0.0325 µV (DS) > 0.274 ± 0.00593 µV (control), p
< 0.01, one-way ANOVA and Holm–Bonferroni methods, Figure 3A,B]. Conversely, the delta,
gamma, and high-gamma frequency bands demonstrated diminished power in DS organoids
in comparison to their control counterparts [delta wave: 4.87 ± 0.156 µV (DS) < 18.9 ± 1.10 µV
(control), gamma wave: 0.448 ± 0.00836 µV (DS) < 0.532 ± 0.0109 µV (control), high-gamma
wave: 0.231 ± 0.00198 µV (DS) < 0.366 ± 0.00752 µV (control), one-way ANOVA and Holm–
Bonferroni methods, Figure 3A,B]. Japan Agency for Medical Research and Development.
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Figure 3. Response of Dravet Syndrome and control brain organoids to antiepileptic drugs. (A) Spon-
taneous activity waveforms for each frequency band. From top: raw waveform, delta, theta, alpha,
beta, gamma, high-gamma waveforms. Controls (left), DS (right). (B) Potentials for each frequency
band. Oscillation was detected from spontaneous activity recordings (n = 17) of controls and DS
organoids cultured for 5–6 months, and potentials were calculated for each frequency band. Statistical
analysis was performed using one-way ANOVA and the Holm–Bonferroni method for each frequency
band’s potential in controls and DS organoids (** p < 0.01). Controls (black), DS (red).

Subsequently, we investigated alterations in frequency characteristics in response to
antiepileptic drugs (Figure 4). In the case of DS, the variations in delta to high-gamma
components in response to CBZ doses of 3, 10, and 30 µM were less pronounced compared
to healthy controls. For the control organoids, where oscillations ceased at 300 µM CBZ,
decreases in power were evident across all frequency bands (one-way ANOVA and Holm–
Bonferroni methods, Figure 4, left). Following PHT administration, potential decreased
across all frequency bands except theta in controls, while DS organoids showed no decreases
in potential except in the beta band (Figure 4, middle). In the case of VPA administration,
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frequency intensity decreased from 0.1 mM in control organoids. In DS organoids, changes
were observed from 3 mM, and significant decreases in delta, theta, and beta potentials were
noted at 10 mM administration (one-way ANOVA and Holm–Bonferroni methods, Figure 4,
right). To summarize, DS brain organoids exhibited a tendency towards weaker changes
in frequency components, especially at low doses of antiepileptic drugs, in comparison
to control organoids. Notably, significant potential reductions across multiple frequency
bands were observed in response to the therapeutic use of VPA, particularly at higher doses.
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(CBZ: Controls n = 4, DS n = 6; PHT: Controls n = 4, DS n = 5; VPA: Controls n = 5, DS n = 6). Red
indicates an increase, while blue indicates a decrease in comparison to the vehicle. Statistical analysis
was conducted using one-way ANOVA and the Holm–Bonferroni method (* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01
vs. Vehicle). In the control group, there was no oscillation when CBZ was administered at 300 µM.

4. Discussion

In this study, we generated cerebral cortex organoids derived from patients with
Dravet Syndrome (DS) and investigated the responses and frequency characteristics of
contraindicated drugs and therapeutic agents using MEA measurements.

In the prepared DS brain organoids, expression of β-tubulin III, a marker for immature
neurons, and CTIP2, a marker for early cortical cells, was confirmed [Figure 1(Aa)]. In addi-
tion, expression of GABA, a marker for GABAergic neurons, was confirmed [Figure 1(Ab)].
In DS, a reduction in Nav1.1 expression in GABAergic neurons is one of the contributing
factors to the disease. Therefore, the DS organoids prepared in this study may contain
DS-specific neurons. In order to evaluate the prepared organoids more comprehensively, it
is necessary to identify more detailed neural cellular phenotypes. In particular, it is neces-
sary to identify the GABAergic interneurons that are defective in DS, assess the reduced
expression of Nav1.1, and investigate the ratio of excitatory to inhibitory neurons.

During the acute administration of the contraindicated drugs CBZ and PHT, which
are not recommended for DS, an increase in oscillation frequency was observed in both
the control and DS conditions. However, in the case of DS, the response differed from
that of controls, showing an elevation in oscillation frequency while maintaining peak
voltage levels (Figure 1D,E). Notably, even at 300 µM, where oscillation activity ceased in
controls with CBZ administration, it still persisted in DS cases. This outcome underscores a
marked response to contraindicated drugs in DS organoids. Conversely, the therapeutic
VPA exhibited consistent responses across DS and controls, with a reduction in oscillation
frequency and Max. voltage observed upon administration at 10 mM (Figure 1F). Based
on these observations, it can be concluded that the MEA measurements conducted using
DS organoids effectively captured the response to contraindicated drugs. Moreover, the
antiepileptic impact of brain organoids is thought to manifest in the attenuation of oscilla-
tion intensity. In clinical contexts, CBZ administration to epilepsy patients has been noted
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to decrease both seizure frequency in response to photic stimulation and the amplitude of
brainwave patterns [57].

In the CMOS-MEA measurements conducted after CBZ administration, the outcomes
revealed an augmentation in activities beyond oscillatory behaviors [Figure 2(Bb)]. Notably,
in the ECoG of the DS mouse model, an escalation in spike activities outside of seizure
events following CBZ administration has been documented [58]. The response witnessed
in our study may potentially mirror the response observed in mouse models, implying
a degree of coherence between the findings in our study and the responses seen in the
mouse model.

In DS brain organoids, oscillations in spontaneous activity exhibited heightened
strengths in the theta, alpha, and beta frequency bands, while displaying diminished
strengths in the delta, gamma, and high-gamma bands when compared to control organoids
(Figure 3B). Notably, EEG measurements conducted on DS patients aged six and above
have reported amplified theta wave components and reduced alpha wave components
during interictal periods in comparison to healthy individuals [59]. The robust presence
of the theta wave component observed in our study partly aligns with these reported
findings. Additionally, reports have indicated that Dravet syndrome patients experiencing
seizures induced by polka-dot-pattern stimuli exhibit mixed waves of theta and beta fre-
quencies [60]. The strong theta and beta wave components observed in this study might
also be related to seizures. Furthermore, in comparison to controls, DS patients have exhib-
ited attenuated gamma wave activity in response to auditory stimuli [61]. Although no
external stimuli were utilized in this study, the attenuated gamma wave component implies
the potential reflection of the diminished gamma wave generation capacity in DS patients.
In the cortex, the activity of delta waves is believed to be associated with parvalbumin
interneurons [62,63]. Furthermore, GABAergic neurons are known to play a role in the gen-
eration and regulation of activity beyond gamma waves [64–66]. Given the compromised
functionality of GABAergic neurons in DS, it is plausible that the observed reduction in
power within the delta, gamma, and high-gamma frequency bands is associated with this
deficiency. In summary, the frequency characteristics of spontaneous activity observed in
DS brain organoids seem to partially mirror the traits of characteristic brainwave activity
in DS. This notion is supported by the correlations drawn between these findings and the
established characteristics of the disorder.

When examining changes in the frequency characteristics in response to antiepileptic
drugs, it was determined that DS brain organoids exhibit a diminished responsiveness
to these drugs (Figure 4). CBZ administration has been reported to elicit augmented
delta and theta wave activities, coupled with reduced alpha wave activity, both in healthy
individuals and epilepsy patients [67–73]. While the organoids employed in this study
did not demonstrate an augmentation in delta and theta waves, a reduction in alpha
wave activity was evident. Furthermore, a higher dosage was required to induce an
attenuation in alpha wave activity within DS. In healthy individuals, EEG responses to
PHT administration are primarily documented to encompass alterations in delta, theta, and
alpha wave activities, yielding divergent outcomes in distinct reports [74–76]. In epilepsy
patients administered with PHT, an augmentation in delta and theta wave activities has
been reported [77]. While no statistically significant disparities were observable in DS
brain organoids, escalations in delta waves at 30 and 100 µM, alongside increments in theta
waves at 10–100 µM, were detectable. This intensified activity may intimate a response
exclusive to epilepsy patients. In the context of VPA, control individuals exhibited a
decrease across all frequency bands, while DS organoids manifested a reduction spanning
from delta to beta frequency bands. VPA’s principal mechanism of exerting antiepileptic
effects lies in the potentiation of GABAergic neuron functionality. The accentuation of
inputs from GABAergic neurons is hypothesized to underlie the observed reductions across
multiple frequency bands in DS. Additionally, VPA administration in epilepsy patients is
predominantly associated with reductions in the delta to gamma frequency bands [78–80].
Although a decrease in gamma frequency bands was not conspicuous in DS brain organoids,
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attenuations in low-frequency activity, commonly observed clinically, were discernible.
Derived from these findings, it is posited that the responsiveness of brain organoids to
antiepileptic drugs partially mirrors the reactions witnessed in the in vivo brain.

Brain organoids generated from iPSCs obtained from patients with the same disease
can exhibit varying characteristics even within the confines of the same disease subtype.
Notably, brain organoids originating from the iPSCs of multiple patients diagnosed with
DS have demonstrated dissimilarities in gene expression, particularly in genes related to
GABA, contingent upon the severity of the patient’s condition. In the subsequent phases,
it becomes imperative to validate the potential correlation between the architecture, gene
expression profiles of the fabricated brain organoids, and their electrophysiological behavior.
Moreover, the evaluation of antiepileptic drug efficacy for DS, employing a solitary iPSC line
specific to the disease, could encounter challenges given the potential divergence in clinical
responses to antiepileptic drugs across patients. This implies that the outcomes of frequency
component analysis after antiepileptic drug administration, as conducted in this study,
could manifest variances on a patient-by-patient basis. Hence, the scrutiny of antiepileptic
drug data derived from brain organoids sourced from a spectrum of DS patients through
frequency analysis might potentially establish the frequency component indicators utilized
in this study as viable parameters for the selection of optimal antiepileptic drugs.

5. Conclusions

In this study, we utilized MEA measurements of DS brain organoids to reveal responses
to contraindicated drugs. Moreover, by conducting frequency analysis, we unveiled the
partial resemblance of frequency attributes in living brainwave patterns to those in the
organoids. The MEA measurement approach employed for DS brain organoids, coupled
with frequency analysis, is deemed efficacious for assessing the safety of pharmaceutical
interventions for individuals with DS. It holds the potential to enable precision medicine
by assisting in the optimal selection of antiepileptic drugs, and also serves as a valuable
screening method for assessing the effectiveness of antiepileptic medications.
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